`WE SHARE’

It is FREE

What’s in it for YOU?
The joy of sharing what your family & friends praise you for, the food you serve them.
Exchanging ideas and recipes with others.

Some ideas gleaned from various research projects on sharing recipes:
What makes a recipe?
A recipe becomes yours when you write it out in your own words, that what you're presenting
are all the right ingredients, as well as the best way to combine them

Here’s a good one.
What are the 3 parts of a recipe?
(1) List of Ingredients
(2) Quantities of the Ingredients.
(3) Preparation Instructions.
A well-written recipe will list all ingredients that will be added in the `Preparation’.

What is the most important part of a recipe?
A photo of
• The ingredients
• Finished item
Any other suggestions?

Sharing recipes motivates you to try new, exciting food ideas.
We hope that someday we might just maybe make them. Do we try combinations of alcohol with
meats or vegetables?
Do you need any motivation to marinate lamb shanks in white wine and serve them with sweet
carrots? When you share the recipe, will you want to include it in your next menu.
Do you have a secret ambition of publishing your own recipes and hopefully `make a million’ (or some
good money at least)? Here’s hoping that some publisher will take note of your idea and propose a
new book; wouldn’t that be nice?

If you want a recipe, give a recipe! It can motivate people all around you to open up and
share their favourite foods with you.

How do you share recipes? Sharing them in forums such as this is one easy way!
Ideally, you should have tried the recipe yourself to take photographs of it.

Do you want to share them with just one person at a time, or with everyone you can?

What’s in it for ME? NOTHING!

When a person shares a recipe – whether an internet find or a family heirloom – they are not just
sharing a list of ingredients and instructions. Recipes come with stories, whether the receiver knows it
or not. In essence, that is what recipes are: A story of how something is created, whether it be once,
twice, or a thousand times.

Why is it important to share recipes?
Sharing a recipe can be like sharing an intimate memory, one that transcends the table. This is one
reason why so many cookbooks tie a name to a recipe, or some kind of joke or anecdote; these
connections are not just page fillers, but the meeting of gastronomy, narrative and memories.
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At what point is a recipe yours?
A recipe becomes yours when you write it out in your own words, threading it with details that
reflect your personal experience with it and your conviction that what you're presenting are all the right
ingredients, as well as the best way to combine them. Google
Share your recipe ideas that you prepare at home with others on this site. If your family and friends
always compliment you on the food that you serve up, maybe it’s time to think of starting your journey
on publishing?

This is your invitation to send in your best 3 recipes (maximum at a time) for inclusion here.
They can be any type of preparation such as food or drink!

Now, here’s how to send them in, ideally:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written in MS Word
Include proper quantities of ingredients (`Bit of’ - not good, `Pinch’ is OK)
Use the least amount of ingredients.
Uncomplicated, simple and straight forward directions.
A colour photo in `jpg’ format, maximum size 10 cm x 10 cm (Recommended, if possible).
Send your entries as `Attachments’ by eMail with `We Share’ in the Subject field.

Final Note:
If you want to be included in the `CurryMad Chronicle’ list (to receive occasional eMails with free
recipes and other news), please tick this box [ ] (with x) and return to:
info@currymad.net .
You can opt out at any time by eMail with `CMC-OUT’ in the Subject field.
If you have any comments or `Constructive Criticisms’, please send them in through eMail to:
info@currymad.net .
Thanks.
Tony.

